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We prove a conjecture of Mann and Pyber which estimates the number of finite
groups of a given order and a given number of generators. This implies that the
normal subgroup growth of free groups is of rate nlog n.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž .Let f n be the number of isomorphism classes of groups of order n.
  Ž . c log 2 nAlready in 1969, P. M. Neumann N showed that f n  n for some
Ž .constant c, provided the same holds for f n the number of finitesim pl e
simple groups of order n. Once the classification of the finite simple
Ž .groups was completed, it was shown that f n  2, so Neumann’ssimple
 theorem is unconditional with c 1. Moreover, Pyber P1 showed that
Ž . Ž227oŽ1.. log 2 nf n  n , where log here is always to base 2. The constant
227 is best possible.
    Ž .Pyber P2 and Mann M1 introduced f n, d as the number of groups
of order n generated by d elements and made the conjecture.
Ž . cd log nConjecture 1. There exists a constant c such that f n, d  n .
The conjecture was shown before to hold for p-groups by McIver and
 Neumann MN , whose work motivated the conjecture.
Mann added another conjecture:
Conjecture 2. There exists a constant c such that any group of order n
with d generators can be defined by means of cd log n relations.
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 Moreover, Mann M1 showed that Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1
and proved both of them for solvable groups. In fact, he even proved both
conjectures for groups which do not have composition factors isomorphic
Ž . Ž . Ž .to U 3, q , Sz q , or G q . The obstacle is that for these three families of2
Ž Ž  . .finite simple groups no short presentations i.e., with O log G relations
are known.
In this paper, we prove a slightly weaker form of Conjecture 2 for all
groups, namely:
THEOREM 2. There exists a constant c such that any group G of order n
with d generators can be defined by means of cd log n pro-finite relations.
Namely, we show that G can be presented as a quotient of the free
ˆ Žpro-finite group F R where R is the normal closure in the topologicald
ˆ.sense! of cd log n elements of F .d
We then follow the footsteps of Mann to show that this pro-finite
version of Conjecture 2 suffices to prove Conjecture 1. We therefore have:
Ž . cd log nTHEOREM 1. There exists a constant c such that f n, d  n where
Ž .f n, d is the number of d-generated groups of order n.
ŽTheorem 1 has an important application which was our first motivation
. Ž .to study these problems . Let t F be the number of normal subgroups ofn d
 index n in the free group on d generators. Then it is shown in MS that
Ž . Ž . d Ž .f n, d  t F  n f n, d . We, therefore, have:n d
Ž . cd log nCOROLLARY 3. There exists a constant c such that t F  n .n d
Ž . Ž .d1This last corollary should be compared with a F  n n! wheren d
Ž .a F is the number of all subgroups of index n in F . For more onn d d
 subgroup growth see L1, MS .
2. PROOFS
Before going to the actual proof, let us clarify the notion of a pro-finite
² :word. Let F  x , . . . , x be the free group on d generators x , . . . , xd 1 d 1 d
ˆ ˆand F its pro-finite completion. F is the free pro-finite group on thed d
 4generators x , . . . , x in the following sense: Any map  : x , . . . , x G1 d 1 d
Ž .when G is a pro-finite group in particular, if G is finite can be extended
˜ ˆ ˆto a unique homomorphism  : F G. Let now  be any element of Fd d
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .and for a , . . . , a elements of G we write  a , . . . , a for   when 1 d 1 n
Ž .is the unique extension of the map  x  a , i 1, . . . , d. So  is ai i
pro-finite word that can be evaluated on every d-tuple of elements in a
pro-finite group.
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We can turn now to the proofs.
 Mann M1, p. 62 showed that to prove Conjecture 2 it suffices to prove
it for simple groups. The same applies for Theorem 2, which is the
pro-finite version of Conjecture 2. In fact, Mann showed how from short
presentations of finite simple groups one gets short presentations for all
finite groups. His proof shows word by word that if simple groups have
short pro-finite presentations then every finite group has a short pro-finite
presentation. We, therefore, need to prove Theorem 2 only for simple
groups. However, we shall carry most of the proof in the context of general
finite groups, assuming simplicity only at the very end.
ˆLet G be a d-generated finite group of order n. Present G as F Rd
ˆ where R is a closed normal subgroup of F of index n. By LvdD,d
Proposition 1.4 R itself is isomorphic to the free pro-finite group on r
Ž .generators when r 1 d 1 n.
Let N be the intersection of all maximal normal subgroups of R. It is
easy to see that RNŁ Sm rŽS . where S runs over all the finite simpleS
Ž .groups and m S is the maximal integer such that the direct productr
Sm rŽS . is still generated by r elements. If S is the finite cyclic group of
Ž .prime order p, then clearly m S  r. We will write RN as a productr
of three subgroups A Ł Sm rŽS . when this time S runs only over1 S
Ž . rthe non-abelian finite simple groups, A Ł p and A 2 p G  3
Ž . rŁ p .p  G 
It is easy to see that a subset X of R generates R as a normal subgroup
ˆof F if and only if it generates it mod N. Moreover, A , A , and A ared 1 2 3
all normal in RN, RN A  A  A and they are ‘‘independent,’’1 2 3
i.e., if the projection of X to A generates A for every i 1, 2, 3 then Xi i
generates RN and hence R. Thus the number of relations needed to
 Ž .4 Ž .present G as a pro-finite group is max d A where d Aˆ ˆi1, 2, 3 F i F id d
ˆdenotes the number of generators of A as a F -group. Note also that fori d
ˆi 2, 3 the action of F on A factors through G, so A , i 2, 3, ared i i
G-modules in the usual sense.
Ž .Claim 1. d A  1.Fˆ 1d
Indeed, choose an element x of R such that its projection to A 1
m rŽS . Ž .Ł S S non-abelian is non-trivial in each single factor. Clearly, theS
normal closure of such an x in A is all of A and thus A is 1-generated1 1 1
ˆas a F -group.d
Ž . Ž .Claim 2. d A  d A  d.Fˆ 2 G 2d
Ž . rIndeed, for every prime p the G-module B  p appearing in Rp
Ž  .  is exactly the mod p relation module of G see G . If p G then by
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Ž  .Gaschutz theory cf. G, Theorem 2.7, p. 8 , B is isomorphic as a¨ p
 d1G-module to  G 	  . The last module has exactly d generators;p p
Ž .  thus d B  d. This is true for every p G and the B ’s are indepen-G p p
Ž .dent; so also for A we get d A  d.2 G 2
Ž .For estimating d A we add the assumption that G is a simple groupG 3
Žin fact, one can show examples of finite p-groups for which Claim 3 does
.not hold .
Claim 3. Assume G is a non-abelian simple group. Then
   d A  2 G  d 1 when  G  max e G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G 3 p
p
Ž . Žwhere e G is the highest power of p that divides the order of G inp
Ž  .  .particular,  G  log G .
Again to prove Claim 3, it suffices to prove it for the module B forp
 every p dividing G. By G, Proposition 7.11, p. 48
2 1dim H G , M  dim H G , MŽ . Ž .
d B  max    dŽ .G p M½ 5dim MM
 when M runs over all the irreducible F G -modules,   0 if M is thep M
 trivial module, and   1 otherwise, and for a real number q, qM
denotes the smallest integer which is greater than or equal to q.
2Ž .Let us estimate dim H G, M dim M. If M is the trivial module,
2Ž .H G, M is just the p-part of the Schur multiplier of G. By the classifica-
Ž tion of finite simple groups and their Schur multipliers cf. Go, Table 4.1,
. 2Ž .pp. 302303 we deduce that dim H G, M  2. So the trivial module M
gives at most d 2.
If M is non-trivial, then it is a faithful G-module and by a theorem of
  2Ž . Ž .Holt H , dim H G, M  2 e G dim M and so M contributes at mostp
Ž . Ž . Ž  .2 e G  d 1. In summary, we deduce that d A  2 G  d 1.p G 3
Note also that every finite simple group is generated by 2 elements, so
we have actually proved that every simple group G has a pro-finite
Ž  .presentation with two generators and at most 2 G  1 pro-finite rela-
tions. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
Now, Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 exactly as was shown by
 Mann M1, p. 61 that Conjecture 1 follows from Conjecture 2. Again, the
fact that we work with pro-finite relations instead of the usual word
relations makes no difference.
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3. REMARKS
Ž . e1 el Ž .1 If n p  p is the prime power factorization of n, let  n 1 l
Ž .max e and  n  	e . We showed that every finite simple group has ai i
Ž  .pro-finite presentation with 2 generators and at most 2 G  1 rela-
Ž  .tions. For induction purposes we note that 2 G relations suffice. Going
 over the induction as in M1 one can show that a general finite group G
Ž . Ž  .of order n and d generators can be presented by 2 d 1  G pro-finite
relations and that the number of such groups is at most n2 Žd1.Žn..
Ž .2 Our Theorem 1 implies a slightly weaker version of the well known
theorem of Pyber mentioned at the beginning of our paper. If G is a finite
group of order n, then G needs at most d log n generators. We can
therefore deduce from Theorem 1 that the number of groups of order n is
2 log 2 n Žat most n . But this is even somewhat weaker than the estimate given
  .by Neumann N .
Ž .  3 Holt H conjectured that his theorem can be improved, i.e., if G is
2Ž .simple then dim H G, M  C dim M for some constant C. If this is true
then it would imply that all finite simple groups can be presented using a
bounded number of pro-finite relations. Note, however, that this cannot be
carried over to general finite groups. There are many 2-generated finite
Ž  . Ž  .p-groups G which need 
 log G pro-finite relations see M2 .
Ž .   4 Our proof of Theorem 2 , combined with Swan’s theorem G, 7.8 ,
actually shows the following proposition which is worth stating explicitly:
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a finite group and assume G F R when Fd d
ˆ ˜ ˆŽ .is the free group on d generators. Then i G F R when F is the profinited d
˜Ž .completion of F and also the free pro-finite group on d generators and R isd
the topological closure of R.
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii d R  d R max d RpR , i.e., the number of normal topo-Fˆ G p Gd ˜ Žlogical generators of R i.e., the number of relations for G as a pro-finite
. Ž .  group is equal to d R when R R R, R is the relation module for GG
with respect to the presentation G F R.d
   Proposition 3 appears in GK and in fact already in G, 2.8 and 7.8 . The
 reader is referred to G for more on the theory of relation modules of
 finite groups, and to GK, L2 for a more general theory of profinite
 presentations. The following open problem is posed in G, p. 4 : Is there a
Ž . Ž . Ž .finite group for which d R  d R when d R is the number ofF G F
normal generators of R in F? Proposition 3 gives this problem a different
interpretation:
Problem. Is there a finite group G whose pro-finite presentation needs
strictly less relations than its discrete presentation?
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